
EMPOWERING 
STUDENTS THROUGH 

AUTHENTICITY



HELLO!
We are Kendall 
Lawson & Katelynn 
Giordano
6th & 7th grade ELA teachers at 
Kaneland Harter Middle School
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THE ELEPHANT IN 
THE ROOM.
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
Popular phenomenon in education.

We both subscribe to it.

But how do you do it?

You get REAL. 



AUTHENTICY :
Knowing who you are and 
being brave enough to live 
it.
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1.
OBSTACLES TO 
AUTHENTICITY

What is standing in the way of our authenticity?



Picture a teacher… 
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BIASES and PERSPECTIVES 

The words we use matter. 

Perspective vs. Bias

Valuing perspectives
⊗ Historical
⊗ Self
⊗ Others
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2.
FINDING TRANSPARENCY

With yourself, with students, and in your 
practice.



WHAT IS TRANSPARENCY?

Who are you?

How does that reveal itself to your students? In your 
practice? In your teaching style?

Does it reveal itself there at all?
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THE HOW & WHY

Students are the major stakeholders.

You can personalize all day long, but if you’re not 
making learning relevant to your kids, you’re not 
really personalizing. 
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MAKING MISTAKES

We are humans.

How do your students describe you?

How do/will your students remember you? 
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HONEST FEEDBACK

It’s about a culture of feedback.

Feedback isn’t about you. 

Why and how do you give feedback? 
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GETTING THAT FEEDBACK from students
One strategy = anonymous Google forms
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3.
BECOMING AUTHENTIC & 
EMPOWERING STUDENTS

Let’s do the work.



Any curriculum or program 
that we buy, adopt, or 
create is incomplete until 
it includes our students 
and until it includes us.”
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Cornelius Minor, We Got This



CURRICULUM & CONTENT

Bring student voice into your classroom.
Your style & interests have a place.

Talk to your students like they are people… 
because they are.
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PRACTICAL WAYS TO BRING IN 
STUDENT VOICE & CHOICE
Start small, whatever you’re comfortable with.
⊗ Menus
⊗ Thematic units, projects
⊗ Open-ended performance assessments
⊗ Self pacing calendars, Grid Method, etc.
⊗ Needs assessment
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LET STUDENTS TAKE CONTROL

Structure vs. Control
Hardest part for me.
Acknowledging my own trepidation helped me do it.
Now my kids have so much ownership.
⊗ Over assessments
⊗ Topics for writing
⊗ Books they are reading-independently & for units
⊗ THEIR QUARTER GRADES
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LET STUDENTS KNOW YOU
Not an invitation for friendship, but allowing them to 
know you as a person.

Can be content related…
⊗ What books are you reading?
⊗ What are you writing?

Can be content unrelated? 
⊗ Stories about your kids at home.
⊗ Sharing about your school experience as a student.
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To be nobody-but-yourself in a world which is doing 
its best, night and day, to make you everybody but 
yourself- means to fight the hardest battle which any 
human can fight - and never stop fighting.

                                   -E. E. Cummings
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SPEAKING YOUR TRUTH

We all have our own story to tell. 

How do you tell your story?

It takes courage to show up and be seen. 
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LET’S GO BACK TO BUILDING 
RELATIONSHIPS
It’s more than just a buzzword.

It’s real work. 

It’s internal work.

It’s self-care.
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THANKS!
Any questions...
Katelynn
TW: @Mrs_Giordano 
IG: @CurriculumCoffee
curriculumcoffee.com
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Kendall
TW: @ELAwithLawson 


